


Bio-Canvas Walls

Bio Canvas brings nature inside. The collection consists of preserved natural materials that require 
no maintenance and offer a substantial benefit for your workspace. It uses lightweight frames to 
mount biophilic materials to walls or the Bio Canvas Room Dividers. The two-part, easy snap on/
snap off patent pending frame design enables the user to interchange panel inserts with ease. 
The panel inserts consist of acoustic moss, pole moss, upcycled coconut bark and light stone.

The Bio Canvas Room Dividers are offered in two heights and as a single or dual 
sided unit. The natural panel frames allow users to customize and reconfigure their 
own unique biophilic design on the divider. The single sided room dividers offer an 
optional whiteboard back panel in lieu of the standard PVC back panel. This feature 
allows user to break up open spaces and create more intimate collaborative spaces.
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Three color frames to choose from:

White Anthracite Black
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Acoustic Moss Panels
Our acoustic moss panels are made from preserved Reindeer Moss and Pole Moss. Our Reindeer Moss 
grows in the Northern European forests. Harvesting is done by hand, with respect for the plant and 
its surroundings. A specific cutting technique ensures the perfect renewing of the plant. The vegetal 
preservation is completed without the addition of any toxic or dangerous chemicals. A food coloring 
agent is used to dye the plant, using a proprietary method that insures long lasting color stability. The 
preserved moss is 100% biodegradable.  Like the Reindeer Moss our Pole Moss is harvested sustainably 
by hand in the forests of France, and preserved naturally, our Pole Moss presents a three-dimensional, 
natural texture in a distinctive, long-lasting color.

Since the moss is mounted on aluminum panels (using non-toxic, A+ rated glue) and due to the natural 
preservation process, the panels meet Fire Resistance Standard EN-13501-1 Class B. Additionally, the 
moss has very high-end acoustic attenuation properties, helping to capture over 90% of medium and 
high frequencies (voice frequencies).

The moss requires no maintenance, water or light. It adapts to the surrounding humidity, like a sponge.
Below a certain humidity level, the moss becomes more brittle, but it will return to its naturally soft and
pliable state as the humidity level increases. And because of the proprietary preservation process
we use, our moss holds its color for extended periods of time in comparison to many other moss 
products.

Light Stone Panels
Our Light Stone panels are made from a combination of natural stone and resin, allowing them to 
become lighter and more manageable than raw stone panels would be. We have achieved two very 
natural looks with our Prairie Brown and Mountain Grey finishes.
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